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Sree Narayana Training College aims at molding aspiring teachers to procure value

embedded education which help them to meet the challenges in the global scenario.

The  institution  vision  Enlightenment  Through  Education and  it  is  internalized

through the mission of the college.

 To provide value embedded quality education

 To equip the student teachers to meet the challenges in the global Scenerio.

 To maintain  an environment  of  excellence  in  education through technological
advancement and effective pedagogy and method of evaluation.

 To nourish multidimensional global competencies of future nation builders

 To foster scientific spirit of inquiry, professionalism and research skills among
future teachers. 

 To instill the spirit of selfless service to humanity.

As a distinct feature of Sree Narayana Training College, the institution provide value

oriented education by emphasizing the following priority “Spiritual enhancement of

the students”. The institution had chosen the thrust area for practicing the priority in

the institution. The distinct activity which the  institution adopts in this regard was

Aathmadarsanam- value oriented programme.
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   Aathmadarsanam

In this programme, the student teachers are encouraged to participate in a value oriented

programme  organized  by  Sree  Narayana  Study  Centre  of  the  college and  it  is  a

Continuous programme for the past five years.

   Programme objectives

  To orient the student teachers towards social, spiritual and human values.

 To develop the qualities of responsible citizenship and good manners

 To  enhance  tolerance  religious  faith  and  cultural  development  among    
student teachers

The  major  programmes organized during  the  academic  year  are  Explanation  on
Daivadasakam organized on 28.07.2017, Visit to Sivagiri Mutt on 13.12.2017 and a
session on Explanation of Religious values in holy books organized on  24.01.2018

  Explanation on Daivadasakam 

Sree  Narayana  Study  Center  of  the  college  regularly  organizes  various

programmes  as  part   Aatmadarsanam.  On  28th July  2017,  the  club  organised  a

resource talk on Davidashakam, the universal prayer written by the great visionary

Sree Narayana Guru. Sri Praveen R., Assistant Professor in Malayalam Education had

led the session. The explanation included significance of well being of every living

things in the universe. The resource person started with the introduction of Great

guru  in  the  world.  The  student  teachers  were  enriched  with  an  entirly  new

experience of spiritual enhancement by the speech. Dr. Reetha Ravi H., Assistant

Professor  in  Enlish  Education  coordinated  the  programme.  The  college  had

implemented Daivadashakam  the mass  prayer of the institution and every year the

students are trained in reciting the prayer by  Sri Praveen R. Assistant Professor in

Malayalam Education . 
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Visit to sivagiri mutt

On 13th December 2017, Sree Narayana study centre organised a visit to

sivagiri mutt, the pilgrim centre near Varkala founded by Sree Narayana Guru.  The

pilgrim center has provided an insight into the darsans of Sree Narayana Guru and

the students were able to interact with swami Sachidananda of the Mutt and he had

delivered a talk based on the book ARIVU written by Sree Narayana Guru. 

Talk on  Explanation of Religious values in holy books

On 24th January 2018, the Sree Narayana Study Center had organized a

Seminar on the topic  Religious Messages and Holy Books. The resource talk was

presented  by  Muni  Narayana  Prasad,  the  great  guru,  writer  and  orator  of  Sree

Narayana Gurukulam, Varkala. The programme was organized at Gurukulam, Sivagiri.

Dr.  Rany  S.,  Principal  welcomed  the  audience  and  Muni  Narayana  Prasad  had

provided a brief introduction of the topic Religious Messages in Holy Books. The

explanation of the concept was very simple and enriched with a magnetic power of

goodness and aaffection. Most of the concepts were explained through interactive

session .


